This form is for the use of NSTA Engage: Fall20 attendees and presenters only.

**NSTA Engage: Fall20 Registration Confirmation**
- Once you have completed your registration, you will receive your registration confirmation by e-mail. Please ensure that your valid e-mail is entered correctly on the registration form. Be sure to check your junk e-mail box as well in case any of your NSTA Engage: Fall20 e-mail(s) are caught by spam filters.
- You will receive essential information for registered attendees electronically at the e-mail address that was provided on your registration form.
- In addition, you will also be added to the NSTA Engage: Fall20 participant list for notifications of future virtual conferences.
- If you would like to opt-out of any of these benefits, a link is provided in each e-mail to provide the ability to opt-out.

**Fee and Registration**
- The payment of the applicable fee for NSTA Engage: Fall20 is due upon registration. If such payment is insufficient or declined for any reason, then NSTA may refuse to allow you to access NSTA Engage: Fall20 and shall have no liability in that regard until payment is made.

**Refund/Cancellation**
- Refund requests must be in writing and postmarked 10 days prior to the start of the event. Registration cancellations are subject to a $20 processing fee.
- Please note that if you do not cancel and do not access NSTA Engage: Fall20, then you are still responsible for payment. In no event shall NSTA be obligated to refund all or a portion of the registration fee.

**Participant Requirements**
- Access. Your registration entitles you access to NSTA Engage: Fall20 for which you have registered. Any and all other costs associated with your attendance shall be borne solely by you, and NSTA shall have no liability for such costs.
- NSTA Engage: Fall20 Content—You acknowledge and agree that NSTA, in its sole discretion, reserves the right to change any and all aspects of NSTA Engage: Fall20, including but not limited to, the conference name, themes, content program, speakers, performers, hosts, moderators, venue, and time. NSTA Engage: Fall20 content shall be recorded by NSTA and will be accessible to paid participants.
Prohibited Conduct

- By registering for NSTA Engage: Fall20, you agree not to sell, trade, transfer, or share your access link and/or code, unless such transfer is granted by NSTA. If NSTA determines that you have violated this policy, then NSTA may cancel your access, retain any payments made by you, and ban you from future NSTA events—virtual or otherwise.
- You acknowledge and agree that NSTA reserves the right to remove you from NSTA Engage: Fall20 if NSTA, in its sole discretion, determines that your participation or behavior creates a disruption or hinders the virtual conference or the enjoyment of its content by other attendees.
- Recording, Live Streaming, and Videotaping is strictly prohibited.
- NSTA may refuse access to NSTA Engage: Fall20 to any person at its sole discretion.

Likeness Consent

- By registering to attend NSTA Engage: Fall20, you grant permission to NSTA to use your photo, images, voice, or comments in NSTA marketing and promotional pieces for an indefinite period of time. Marketing and promotional pieces include, but are not limited to, printed brochures, reports, postcards, flyers, and materials, as well as online uses such as postings on the NSTA website, online newsletters, and e-mail blasts. NSTA shall own all rights, including copyrights. You also grant permission to NSTA to use, encode, digitize, transmit, and display the video/audio of your session, presentation, or workshop given at NSTA Engage: Fall20, singularly or in conjunction with other recordings, as well as to use your name, photograph, biographic information, and ancillary material in connection with such video/audio for commercial, promotional, advertising, and other business purposes. NSTA and its employees are released from any liability arising out of the use of your name, video, photographs, and/or organization name and location.

Quality Assurance

- NSTA strives to provide you with the most productive and effective educational experience possible. If after completing the course you feel there is some way we can improve, then please provide us with your comments in writing on the survey after the virtual conference.
- If NSTA is prevented from carrying out its obligations as it pertains to the virtual conference you registered for as a result of any cause beyond its control, or such virtual conference cannot be virtually conducted because of a software or issue with the hosting platform or due to acts of God, strikes, labor disputes, government requisitions, restrictions or war or apparent act of war, terrorism, disaster, civil disorder, epidemic or pandemic, curtailment or restriction on transportation facilities, or any other comparable calamity, casualty, or condition (collectively a "Force Majeure), NSTA shall have the right to immediately terminate the affected virtual conference without liability and shall be relieved of its obligations to Registrant. If the affected virtual conference is terminated due to a Force Majeure occurrence before the first day of the virtual conference, then NSTA will reschedule the affected virtual conference and your registration fee will be applied to the rescheduled event.

Disclaimer of Warranty, Limitation of Liability

- The ideas and opinions expressed in the conference sessions, and in any handout materials provided, are those of the presenter. They are not those of the National Science Teaching Association nor can any endorsement by NSTA be claimed.
- NSTA shall not be responsible for internet service issues, delays, claims, demands, damages, losses, increased costs, liabilities, changes, actions, expenses, or any other unfavorable direct or indirect consequential or otherwise conditions arising by virtue of any cause not within the control of NSTA.
Your Privacy is Important to NSTA

- Personal Data is any information that enables us to identify you, directly or indirectly, by reference to an identifier such as your name, identification number, location data, or online identifier.
- We may collect and process the following Personal Data that you provide when corresponding with us by phone, e-mail, or otherwise. This includes information you provide when you participate in discussion boards or other social media functions on our Site and when you report a problem with our Site. The information you give us may include your name, address, e-mail address, phone number, and financial information and/or credit card information.

Selling or Renting your Personal Data

- With the exception of the conference attendee data, NSTA does not make its e-mail lists available to any third party. If you are not an NSTA member, you can opt out of NSTA’s reuse of your e-mail address by filling out an online form or by calling 703-243-7100. NSTA members have their own online opt-out page where they can opt out of third-party print mailings and NSTA e-mail announcements; they can also specify their preferred phone number and mailing address. For more information, please visit https://www.nsta.org/nstas-privacy-policy.

Security

- Although we use security measures to help protect your Personal Data against loss, misuse, or unauthorized disclosure, we cannot guarantee the security of information transmitted to us over the internet.
- All information you provide to us is stored on secure servers.
- Any payment transactions will be encrypted using SSL technology.

Personal Data Retention

- We will retain and use your information as necessary to comply with our legal obligations, resolve disputes, and enforce our agreements. We maintain one or more databases to store your Personal Data and may keep such information indefinitely, unless you request to be permanently deleted from our databases.

Third Party Links and Content

- Our sites may contain links to third party websites, applications, and services not operated by NSTA. These links are provided as a service and do not imply any endorsement by NSTA of the activities or content of these sites, applications, or services nor any association with their operators. NSTA is not responsible for the privacy policies or practices of any third party, including websites or services directly linked to our Service. We encourage you to review the privacy policies of any third party site that you link from our Service.

Intellectual and Copyrighted Property

- For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to vest in you any legal or beneficial right in or to any trademarks or other intellectual property rights owned or used under license by NSTA or any of the NSTA Engage: Fall20 presenters or affiliates. At all times, the intellectual and copyrighted property presented during NSTA Engage: Fall20 will remain the exclusive property of NSTA and/or NSTA Engage: Fall20 presenters.